A WORLD OF POSSIBILITIES

KRYLON PRODUCTS: CHALKBOARD PAINT; NATURAL STONE — CINNABAR
DESIGNER: ROXI PHILLIPS
CANNING CREATIONS
KRYLON PRODUCTS: INDOOR/OUTDOOR PAINT — MERINGUE, CATALINA MIST, GLOBAL BLUE, CLASSIC GREY
DESIGNER: PATTY SCHAFER
INITIAL IMPRESSION

KRYLON PRODUCTS: NATURAL STONE — GRANITE; DUAL™ PAINT + PRIMER HAMMERED FINISH — DARK BRONZE HAMMERED

DESIGNER: ROXI PHILLIPS
TOPIARY TUB

KRYLON PRODUCTS: RUST PROTECTOR™ MULTICOLOR TEXTURED FINISH — SANDSTONE;
RUST PROTECTOR™ RUST PREVENTATIVE ENAMEL — ANODIZED BRONZE

DESIGNER: VICKI O’DELL
HALLWAY HELPER

KRYLON PRODUCTS: CHALKBOARD PAINT; LOOKING GLASS® MIRROR-LIKE PAINT; INDOOR/OUTDOOR PAINT — BAHAMA SEA

DESIGNER: ROXI PHILLIPS

BEFORE
COUNTRY CUPBOARD
KRYLON PRODUCTS: INDOOR/OUTDOOR PAINT — IRIS, AVOCADO; FROSTED GLASS FINISH
DESIGNER: VICKI O’DELL
SOLAR CHANDELIER

KRYLON PRODUCTS: RUST PROTECTOR™ METALLIC FINISH — DARK BRONZE METALLIC

DESIGNER: ROXI PHILLIPS
ROLLING IN RED

KRYLON PRODUCTS: RUST PROTECTOR™ RUST PREVENTATIVE ENAMEL — CHERRY RED;
RUST PROTECTOR™ METALLIC FINISH — BLACK METALLIC

DESIGNER: VICKI O’DELL
WELCOMING WATERING CANS

KRYLON PRODUCTS: RUST PROTECTOR™ HAMMERED FINISH — COPPER HAMMERED; RUST PROTECTOR™ RUST PREVENTATIVE ENAMEL — MOSS GREEN, ALMOND, ORANGE, SPICE BROWN; RUST PROTECTOR™ METALLIC FINISH — BLACK (STENCILING)

DESIGNER: VICKI O’DELL
TREND-SITTERS

KRYLON PRODUCTS: INDOOR/OUTDOOR PAINT — CITRUS GREEN, BRIGHT IDEA, CORAL ISLE, TRUE BLUE, ISLAND SPLASH

DESIGNER: VICKI O’DELL
DECORATIVE DRAWERS

KRYLON PRODUCTS: FUSION® FOR PLASTIC — BUTTERCREAM, PLUM, FERN
DESIGNER: VICKI O’DELL
STYLISH STORAGE
KRYLON PRODUCTS: INDOOR/OUTDOOR PRIMER FOR PLASTIC; INDOOR/OUTDOOR PAINT — BLUE OCEAN BREEZE, CLASSIC GREY, SEA GLASS
DESIGNER: VICKI O’DELL
HOLIDAY CRAFTS AND DÉCOR | 2013
PATRIOTIC BEVERAGE TUB

KRYLON PRODUCTS: DUAL™ PAINT + PRIMER — BANNER RED, TRUE BLUE, WHITE
DESIGNER: ROXI PHILLIPS
FABULOUS FUNKINS

KRYLON PRODUCTS: NATURAL STONE — LIMESTONE, COBBLESTONE; DUAL™ PAINT + PRIMER METALLIC FINISH — GOLD METALLIC, SILVER METALLIC; GLITTER BLAST™ GLITTER SPRAY — BRONZE BLAZE, ORANGE BURST

DESIGNER: VICKI O’DELL
MOON & STARS TOTEM

KRYLON PRODUCTS: FUSION® FOR PLASTIC — RIVER ROCK; FUSION® FOR PLASTIC HAMMERED FINISH — CHOCO BROWN HAMMERED

DESIGNER: ROXI PHILLIPS
FRIGHTFULLY FUN FRAMES

KRYLON PRODUCTS: MAKE IT STONE!® TEXTURED PAINT — BLACK GRANITE;
INDOOR/OUTDOOR PAINT — PUMPKIN ORANGE, BLACK, PURPLE

DESIGNER: ROXI PHILLIPS
HALLOWEEN HURRICANE

KRYLON PRODUCTS: INDOOR/OUTDOOR PAINT — PUMPKIN ORANGE, BLACK; SHORT CUTS® PAINT PENS — BLACK (EMBELLISHMENTS)

DESIGNER: ROXI PHILLIPS
WINTERY WONDER

KRYLON PRODUCTS: INDOOR/OUTDOOR BRUSHED METALLIC — CARAMEL LATTE, BRUSHED NICKEL; DUAL™ PAINT + PRIMER — MODERN WHITE; GLITTER BLAST™ GLITTER SPRAY — DIAMOND DUST

DESIGNER: KATHLEEN GEORGE
CONTEMPORARY CHRISTMAS

KRYLON PRODUCTS: INDOOR/OUTDOOR PAINT — BALLET SLIPPER, SEA GLASS; INDOOR/OUTDOOR BRILLIANT METALLIC — SILVER METALLIC, GOLD METALLIC

DESIGNER: ROXI PHILLIPS
CATCH A SNOWFLAKE

KRYLON PRODUCTS: GLITTER BLAST™ GLITTER SPRAY — SILVER FLASH, SAPPHIRE SHIMMER; INDOOR/OUTDOOR PAINT — WHITE, TRUE BLUE; INDOOR/OUTDOOR BRILLIANT METALLIC — SILVER METALLIC

DESIGNER: KATHLEEN GEORGE
A 6-PACK OF CANDLELIGHT

KRYLON PRODUCTS: NATURAL STONE — OLIVINE
DESIGNER: PATTY SCHAFER
JAZZED UP JARS
KRYLON PRODUCTS: PREMIUM METALLIC — 18 KT. GOLD, COPPER BRILLIANCE, STERLING SILVER
DESIGNER: PATTY SCHAEFER